IN BUSINESS ALL THINGS ARE CONNECTED
A. & H. Meyer is an international cable management company with a global presence, and a client list that includes blue chip corporations and renowned furniture manufacturers.

Since our inception in 1961, we have established a corporate philosophy governed by five principles: Quality and Safety; Client Satisfaction; International Orientation; Constant Innovation and Maximum Preservation of the Environment.

A. & H. Meyer considers itself to be a partner for furniture providers who integrate electricity into furniture. Be it in small or large quantities, with special requirements or standard configurations, A. & H. Meyer is there for you. Excellent service, on-time delivery and excellent quality are our prime focus.

Naturally, all our products are manufactured in accordance with the relevant international electrical and safety standards and meet the quality requirements of ISO 9001 certification.
NETBOX is the product solution that encases your system needs. The NETBOX range offers different types of applications according to your preferences: desktop, built-in, surface-mounted or concealed.

NETMODULE refers to the configuration of the NETBOX range from over 250 modules. From simple power outlets to data, multimedia, switches and many other features.

NETCONNECT conforms to the latest global safety standards and offers an internationally-accepted range of electricity, data and audio/video cable solutions as well as connectors.

NETSYSTEM allows our customers to control the flow of power in any given setting through a power distribution network thanks to our extensive selection of reliable modular distribution Boxes.

NET+ provides easy and practical solutions for any workstation with its wide selection of accessories and options.

A. & H. Meyer is a leading manufacturer of cable management systems. Our company fabricates one of the most diverse product ranges of electrification concepts in the world, which means we are able to provide customized solutions for all your power, data and multimedia requirements.

Our signature system is known as NETCONCEPT International, which are modular, self-contained, flexible and easy to install. The system comprises five product families.
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Given that we spend so much time in the workplace, functionality plays a crucial role in transforming workspaces into places of workplace well-being. Our products combine functionality with a unique design that adapts to individual office equipment. From practical hacks that seamlessly deliver electricity and make cables discreetly disappear to customized electrification systems that meet all data requirements, A. & H. Meyer elevates the connectivity experience in the modern workplace.

Atmosphere plays an important role in the conference room, being the specific part of a corporate office or hotel wherein important matters are discussed face-to-face. Key to ensuring both physical and technical comfort is the simplified and streamlined integration and adaptability of technology in the conference room. With A. & H. Meyer’s range of innovative solutions, technology and media connections kick into high gear to guarantee both user comfort and satisfaction.
Whether in the cushy confines of the lobby of a hotel or an office building, a recreation area for a brief moment of relaxation or even in the familiar comfort of your own living room, a lounge with comfortable furniture is crucial in creating a cozy atmosphere and a place for informal communication. To optimize the connectivity experience in this special zone, A. & H. Meyer has developed practical and innovative electrification concepts and products: power and data connections at your fingertips, and peace of mind and comfort to boot.

Contemporary displays and shelving of shops, showrooms and booths require not only precision work and aesthetic appeal but also functional versatility. At A. & H. Meyer, our smart electrification solutions can be customized to meet virtually any application requirement for both retail and showroom concepts. Suitable for lightweight walls and installed partly tool-free, our vast selection of exciting offerings are designed to ensure secure and space-saving connectivity.
A modular desktop unit, the NETBOX Smart is specifically designed to optimize workplace efficiency by facilitating desk-sharing setups. Easily mounted with Powerstrips, this flexible electrification solution provides direct access to power and communication connections. The NETBOX Smart can be fitted as per your requirements with a choice of 250 modules, and comes with a built-in connector cable. Clean-lined and classic in silhouette, its profile is available in silver or champagne color with black or white facia.
SPEED, STYLE AND SUBSTANCE

NETBOX Focus is a mounted desktop unit that allows you to optimize your working environment by adapting to varying group sizes, desk sharing systems and impromptu meetings. Thanks to the Powerstrips, the unit can be easily affixed in different positions without damaging furniture, a testament to its adaptability and high degree of flexibility, hence guaranteeing optimal workflow.

The NETBOX Focus comes with a fixed starter or connector cable in any length. Communication cables are also secured to the unit and can feature fiber optics. Available in customizable lengths and readily configurable in more than 250 modules, the NETBOX Focus is a straightforward and efficient electrification solution that meets most international approvals.

For use in:
- Executive Desks
- Training Tables
- Workstations
- Home Office
- Hotel Rooms

The NETBOX Focus is ideal for installation in training rooms where optimization of space and system sharing predominate.

The NETBOX Focus’s high degree of flexibility means it can be placed in any location on a table surface with a grommet.

The unit sits flush and discreetly with the edge of a table due to its trim and contemporary design.

The NETBOX Focus can be easily affixed in different positions without causing damage to the table surface, thanks to Powerstrips.
NETBOX Global is one of A. & H. Meyer’s original modular, surface-mounted units. It is suitable when you require easy access, or simply do not wish to modify the existing furniture layout. The unit is self-contained and extremely simple to fit by means of a spring-loaded adhesive mount, which can also be easily removed.

The unit provides direct access to power and communication connections and offers a hardwired starter or connector cables in different sizes. Furthermore, NETBOX Global can accommodate the entire portfolio of A. & H. Meyer’s power, voice and data outlets in any combination.

For use in:
- Executive Desks
- Training Tables
- Workstations
- Home Office
- Hotel Rooms

The NETBOX Global can also be mounted upside down underneath a table surface.

An original A. & H. Meyer’s modular, surface-mounted unit, the NETBOX Global sets the tone for the aesthetic of a workplace.

Installation is done either by C-clamps or "invisible" adhesive mounting found underneath the unit.
A POISED AND PRACTICAL SOLUTION

For use in:
Executive Desks
Training Tables
Workstations
Home Office
Hotel Rooms

The NETBOX Profilebox-C with C-mount is a perfect blend of durability, beauty and functionality. It is easily installed with an integrated mount with a built-captive mounting solution by using thumb- or allen screws, with the table top protected by the wide surfaces of the mounting points. The NETBOX Profilebox-C is ideally suited for the use of straight-through couplers (gender changers).

The NETBOX Profilebox-C is ideal for the use of couplers, which are easily accessible via the back of the unit.

Thumbscrews allow for hassle-free mounting onto table tops with thickness from 12mm – 28 mm, or alternatively with allen screws for tabletops with thickness from 18mm – 35 mm.

The power cable with country plug or connector is hardwired to the unit, and enters from the back.
As the original A. & H. Meyer standard socket box for power, data and voice, the NETBOX M is a functional and cost-efficient electrification solution, which is available in 2, 3, 4 or 5 gang configurations. With a detachable frame on its plastic sheath, NETBOX M can be installed and used in many settings, and can be mounted to any surface or concealed within partitions and cable trays.

The NETBOX M is available in 2-, 3-, 4- or 5-gang configurations and in different colors.

The NETBOX M is shown inserted into a trunking system.

The side brackets enable the NETBOX M to be mounted to surfaces or embedded in partitions.

For use in:
Workstations
Panel Systems
Cable Trays
Home Office
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Many installations demand tiny, inexpensive outlet combinations that reduce installation time by a connector system, pre-manufactured modules and low mounting depth. The NETBOX MEB (2- and 3-gang version is available) has a mounting depth of only 30 mm, and come ready-to-use with a hardwired starter or connector cable. Providing particularly space-saving and unobtrusive assembly options, it can accommodate over 250 modules for power, data and multimedia connectors. Best-suited for shop fittings, it can be used all over the world as it is internationally certified.
The NETBOX Profilebox is A. & H. Meyer’s most flexible system due to its highly customizable configuration as it can accept up to 35 outlet modules. This versatility allows the NETBOX Profilebox to find its place in many applications, while its functionality and uncomplicated design make it ideal for concealed installations. In addition, the unit can be customized to include surge protection, separate earth, power cleaners, switches and separate power circuits.

The NETBOX Profilebox also accommodates a range of power, data, multimedia, and voice configurations, as well as protection devices. The flexible NETBOX Profilebox can be customized in up to 35 outlet modules. Detachable plastic clamps allow the NETBOX Profilebox to be easily affixed to any surface. Special application for looping with same end-cap can be integrated.

For use in:
- Workstations
- Cable Trays
- Home Office
- Meeting Tables
The NETBOX Rise sets new standards in offices and conference rooms: as a concealed unit, it not only accommodates four power, data and multimedia modules, the cover panel also matches the material and color of the furniture and can be mounted with or without a frame. Adjustable mounting brackets makes adapting to tabletops of different thickness a cinch.

For use in:
- Conference Tables
- Boardroom Tables
- Meeting Tables

When the unit is pushed downward, it rises from the tabletop, revealing the outlet modules. When not in use, the socket outlet unit can be hidden from view. All connections for power, data and multimedia are found on the ends of the underdesk body. Thanks to its metal body, the top can be varnished in various colors. Mounting angles on the sides facilitate adjustments to different tabletop thickness.
The NETBOX Line can be matched with a monitor arm.

The NETBOX Line has a sleek and contemporary aesthetic.

The NETBOX Line works on the Plug-and-Play concept when configured with a coupler.

The unique click-stop mechanism makes installation quick and tool-free.

For use in:
- Executive Desks
- Conference Tables
- Boardroom Table
- Meeting Tables
- Hotel Rooms

The functional NETBOX Line with its rounded curves is a classic built-in desktop solution that offers full and easy access to power, voice and data sockets. Its unique design renders the NETBOX Line slightly elevated above table level so as to protect against possible damage from liquid spills, thus keeping wires and cables safe. Along with A. & H. Meyer’s unique click-stop mechanism, the NETBOX Line can be readily installed in any kind of tabletop, including glass tops.

The NETBOX Line is customizable in various lengths and can be connected using a starter or connector cable. One special option is having such cables for the power supply hard wired to the unit. The NETBOX Line can also be paired with a monitor arm, which is secured by a metal bracket.
STYLE IN SIMPLICITY

For use in:
- Executive Desks
- Conference Tables
- Boardroom Table
- Meeting Tables
- Hotel Rooms

Square and clean, the NETBOX Style combines straight-lined design with high functionality: Its low profile features an aluminum surface, which complements every kind of furniture system. Due to its straightforward installation on the tabletop, the NETBOX Style can be readily integrated into one totally seamless work surface.

The large number of possible combinations allows for individual and specialized solutions. The tool-free mounting via click-stop device guarantees a smooth fitting and time savings. The NETBOX Style can be connected using a starter or connector cable in different lengths.

The NETBOX Style features a clean and angled design.

The click-stop mechanism allows for speedy installation.
NETBOX Turn and Turn Comfort are A. & H. Meyer’s signature built-in units. Both products rotate – manually for the former and at the touch of a button for the latter – to either reveal or conceal the socket outlets. When rotated to the “closed” position, the unit sits flush with the surface into which it is mounted. This allows for an unobtrusive surface top when the unit is not in use.

Both NETBOX Turn and Turn Comfort permit access from any angle, rendering them highly flexible solutions. As the cables run underneath the table, its sleek appearance is further enhanced, especially in table tops with a minimum thickness of 10 mm. The NETBOX Turn and Turn Comfort are available in customizable lengths.

For use in:
- Conference Tables
- Boardroom Table
- Meeting Tables

NETBOX
Turn & Turn Comfort

The NETBOX Turn Comfort shown in open and closed positions.

The NETBOX Turn Comfort rotates, at a touch of a button, to expose or conceal the outlets.

The unique click-stop mechanism secures the unit safely into position – making installation quick and tool-free!
COMFORT IN THE WORKPLACE

NETBOX Axial and Axial Comfort are two built-in solutions that close flat and flush against their mounted surface. Accessible from the front to reveal the power, voice and data sockets as and when required, the NETBOX Axial pivots upwards while the NETBOX Axial Comfort, at a touch of a button, thanks to a spring mechanism.

As the rubber lips allow cables to travel to and from desktop devices such as computers, telephones and multimedia equipment, the units remain close even when in use. The outlets are positioned below the table surface and work best with tabletops with a minimum thickness of 10 mm. Self-contained and simple to install, both units are available in customizable lengths and can accommodate the entire portfolio of A. & H. Meyer’s outlets.

The click-stop mechanism renders installation speedy and effortless. The NETBOX Axial Comfort can be utilized even in a ‘closed’ position, thanks to the rubber lips which allow cables to enter and exit. The unit’s unique spring mechanism allows for easy access at the push of a finger.
Compact and classy, NETBOX Point is a Red Dot award-winning electrification unit that can be installed in furniture for seamless and secure connectivity. Whether in office spaces, libraries, hotels, airports or even at home, its unobtrusive silhouette and various color options for the cable outlet will blend well in any décor.

And thanks to its efficient and rational modular design, the NETBOX Point fits snugly, and is ideal for exchanging into existing standard 80 mm cable grommets. Even better, its nifty click-stop mechanism makes both assembly and disassembly a breeze. The NETBOX Point also features a fixed connected power cable supply and two exchangeable communication modules. The communication modules facilitate convenient exchange among a choice of RJ45, HDMI, USB, mini jack 3.5 mm and S-Video.

The detachable plastic body of the NETBOX Point can accommodate interchangeable solutions.

Power and communication modules can be configured to suit individual needs.

The hassle-free click-stop mechanism ensures quick installation.

The NETBOX Point features either a hard-wired starter or a connector cable.

For use in:
Training Tables
Collaborative Areas
Airport Lounge
Reception Desks
Hotel Rooms
THE EMBODIMENT OF EFFICIENCY

For use in:
- Training Tables
- Collaborative Areas
- Airport Lounge
- Reception Desks
- Hotel Rooms

NETBOX Spot, A. & H. Meyer’s smallest power unit, forms an inconspicuous connection point for reliable electricity and data supply. Featuring an understated minimalistic design and a diameter of just 50 mm, the NETBOX Spot will suit all types of furniture and interior styles. It is installed by means of screws mounted from below, and can also be embellished with a grommet ring.

NETBOX Spot

The USB charger features 2 x USB female type A for up to 2.1 amps.
The NETBOX Spot is available with earthed, child-proof or international sockets.
NETBOX Spot Data can be outfitted with a wide variety of interchangeable modules such as USB, RJ45, and HDMI.
Option: The plastic cover ring is available in different colors – or varnished in special colors.
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The clean-lined profile of the NETBOX Rail maximizes the use of space in workstations, typically in office spaces with panels, cubicles and partitions. The surface-mounted modular unit can be easily built into these systems, and then installed by means of screws from behind. Available in any length, the NETBOX rail can be configured in a choice of over 250 different modules, including communication devices.

The NETBOX Rail can be connected to the power source and other units via its connector systems.

With a body thickness of only 30mm, the NETBOX Rail can easily be installed back-to-back into panels of 60mm panels.

The NETBOX Rail is effortlessly mounted onto surfaces or in concealed partitions by means of screws.
SMALL IN SIZE, BIG ON PERFORMANCE

For use in:
Panel Systems
Collaborative Areas
Shelf Systems

Mounted in no time: The NETBOX RAIL+ is a new built-in solution for partition walls. The shallow mounting depth is ideal for installation in very thin walls. The NETBOX Rail+ is eminently suitable for shop fittings and exhibition stand construction as its aluminium profile can be readily teamed with up to ten modules.

Its sleek and contemporary design ensures the NETBOX Rail+ is easily built into panels, cubicles and partition systems.

The connector cables for power and data are hardwired to the unit.

A mounting depth of only 40 mm makes the NETBOX Rail+ an ideal unit for back-to-back installation.

The NETBOX Rail is effortlessly installed onto surfaces or in concealed partitions with the use of screws.
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Designed to provide single-sided access, the stylish NETBOX Combi and Compact are built-in units that provide up to 4 power, data and multimedia modules. The aluminium, spring-damped lid is held in a closed position by magnets.

For use in:
Conference Tables
Boardroom Tables
Meeting Tables

The NETBOX Combi comes with a cable box for power supplies and to slot over-length cabling, rendering an extra cable tray under the table no longer necessary.

The NETBOX Compact is the best choice for modules placed flush to the table top.

Sufficient space for over-length cabling: the NETBOX Combi features a metal cable box.

The cable box is mounted with screw holes found on its sides.
SMOOTH DESIGN, SMART ACCESS

For use in:
Conference Tables
Boardroom Tables
Meeting Tables

Designed to provide a straightforward double-sided access to power and data, the NETBOX Combi Duplex is an ideal accessory to modern office furnishings. Incorporating a cable box and a pair of NETBOX M, the NETBOX Combi Duplex offers space for up to 8 power, data and multimedia modules. Screw holes found on the sides guarantee easy installation.

Pressing the cover unlocks the plate and uncovers the unit.
Access to the unit from both sides allows for easy connection to power, data and multimedia outlets.
The ample cable box provides sufficient space for power supplies and cables, offering a clutter-free solution.
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**POINTS WITH POTENTIAL**

**NETMODULE**

NETMODULE refers to the specifications of the various types of modules we manufacture. Our NETBOX range can be configured with over 250 modules, varying from simple power inputs, data and multimedia components to extensive master/slaves modules. There are several broad product categories:

### POWER

Power modules adaptable to all international standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Socket 10A (China)</td>
<td>Socket 15A (THA)</td>
<td>Socket 5A (IND-EU)</td>
<td>Socket 5/15A (IND)</td>
<td>Socket Universal (BS 5733)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socket 2.5A (EURO)</td>
<td>Socket 10A (Type C13)</td>
<td>Socket 10A (Type C13 lockable)</td>
<td>USB charger (Max 2.1A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SWITCHES

An ample variety of switch modules

| 2-pole switch | 2 Switches, recessed | 1-pole switch | 2 Switches | 3 Switches |

### PROTECTION

Protection modules for the right safety fortifications.

| 1-pole switch, fused | 1-pole thermal circuit breaker | 1-pole thermal circuit breaker |

### DISTRIBUTION

Easy “Plug & Play” Distribution modules

| Male GST18/3 16A | Female GST18/3 16A |
DATA
Data Modules to provide high speed digital access

AUDIO/VIDEO
Multimedia solutions

SPECIAL SOLUTIONS

ENERGY CONTROL
Master-slave module
NETCONNECT is our wide range of electricity, data and audio/video cable solutions and connectors that comply with global safety standards and meet international usage standards.

**Electricity solutions**
Choose from starter cables with international plugs and connectors to customizable connector cables. Both starter and connector cables come in different lengths with our cabling guaranteed safe and secure.

**Data solutions**
Select from a portfolio of patch cords, USB cables and telephone cables for data solutions, while our audio and video solutions provide an array of VGA and HDMI cables, and many more.

A. & H. Meyer provides an extensive portfolio of starter cables that meets international safety and quality guidelines.

Connector cables are available in customized length to create daisy-chain power transmission.

A. & H. Meyer also offers a choice of male and female connectors in various colors.

Select from A. & H. Meyer’s line-up of data cables for your data solution.

A. & H. Meyer provides an extensive portfolio of starter cables that meets international safety and quality guidelines.

Connector cables are available in customized length to create daisy-chain power transmission.

A. & H. Meyer also offers a choice of male and female connectors in various colors.

Select from A. & H. Meyer’s line-up of data cables for your data solution.
Our unique selection of power distribution boxes makes for an economical, effective and efficient cable network management. Allowing for distribution of power in the system, the distribution box can be manufactured according to individual specifications of installation, in which case a sticker with a drawing is provided on the unit.

The connectors can be color-coded to facilitate easy and prompt installation while the Plug-and-Play technology provides time-saving benefits if you have to relocate or change the configuration of your installation. Used predominantly with power and lighting circuits, the various specifications of the NETSYSTEM provide flexibility and safety to meet virtually any application requirement: workstations, raised floors, suspended ceilings, small distributors, interior work, as well as container offices.
With a selection of suitable accessories and options such as monitor arms, grommets and cable snakes, NET+ provides easy and practical solutions to any workstation covering, furniture accessory, gender changers, signal management, monitor support and other furniture hardware.

Square cable grommets are available in five stylish finishes.

The wireless charging module or NETBOX Point can be mounted by means of twin grommets in matte silver.

The wireless charging module features an 80mm cable grommet.

The aluminium flip-up cover is offered separately to suit your storage needs.
The Cable Snake Pro is designed to lie flat on the floor while other cable snakes come in a hanging position. Cables can be neatly corralled in a cable sock, thanks to Velcro fasteners.
1961
HOW IT ALL STARTED
August Meyer, a trained toolmaker and electrician, founded a small company in Dörentrup-Humfeld that delivered small plastic and metal fastenings to the regional furniture industry.

1970
THE FIRST PATENT
An all-important patent for the first plastic ball caster was applied for. Today, the plastic ball caster remains a prominent part of our logo.

1982
PRODUCT RANGE EXTENSION
Our product range was extended to include kitchen lights as well as NETBOXES for furniture. Apart from a face-lift, the products remain unchanged.

1986
A CHANGE TO REFLECT OUR GROWTH & LEADERSHIP SUCCESSION
Horst Meyer was appointed as Managing Director of the company, and our legal form and name were changed to mark the growth of a small entity into a medium-sized enterprise, A. & H. Meyer GmbH, and transition into a second-generation leadership.

1990
THE FIRST MAJOR RELOCATION
A. & H. Meyer GmbH moved into its new headquarters while maintaining our original place of business in Dörentrup-Humfeld, Germany.

1995
ISO CERTIFICATION
As a result of our international orientation and obligations toward our business partners, A. & H. Meyer GmbH was ISO certified.

2000
EXTENSION TO ASIA
Our subsidiary A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd. was founded in Malaysia in order to meet the growing needs of the Asia-Pacific market.

2007
RELOCATION TO BIGGER PREMISES
To meet increased production demand, A. & H. Meyer acquired a factory in Shah Alam, Selangor. In the same year, the Malaysian subsidiary became our company’s Asia-Pacific headquarters.

2010
BREAKING NEW GROUND
A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd.’s 10th year anniversary in Malaysia was an eventful one, with newly designed product lines and a modernized homepage to better reflect A. & H. Meyer’s commitment to the future.

2011
50TH ANNIVERSARY
The year marked A. & H. Meyer’s 50th year of operations when we celebrated our golden anniversary with our clients, suppliers, employees and long-time friends, who have supported us over the years. It was also the year we were awarded the prestigious Red Dot Design Award for the NETBOX Point.

2012
A NEW ADDITION TO THE EXECUTIVE BOARD
Lutz Hosang joined the Executive Board of A. & H. Meyer as Chief Executive Officer. The Executive Board now consists of Horst Meyer, Peter Lenhardt, Managing Director of A. & H. Meyer Sdn. Bhd. in Malaysia, and Lutz Hosang.

2014
A BRANCH IN BRAZIL
Buoyed by rising demand in Latin America, A. & H. Meyer went on to expand its global footprint with the opening of a new branch in Joinville, Brazil, one of the world’s most dynamic economies and the region’s largest.
A. & H. Meyer’s quality management system is certified according to ISO 9001:2008.

APPROVALS AND CERTIFICATIONS
To ensure our products comply with the relevant international electrical standards, we work with leading test institutes, and have earned many certifications and approvals.

EUROPE AND SIMILAR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
VDE: CB certification for multiple socket outlets. National certificates can be submitted on request.

UK AND SIMILAR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
TÜV Product Service: BS 5733 / BS 6396 for multiple socket outlets.

BRASIL
Certificado de Conformidade (certification of conformity)

USA, CANADA AND SIMILAR ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
CSA: Certificate for Multiple Socket Outlets.

ASIA
PACIFIC
SIRIM / ST – Suruhanjaya Tenaga Certification for Malaysia.

PSB Certificate for multiple socket outlets in Singapore, Hong Kong and similar electrical systems.

CCC Product certificate for China.


SASO Certificate for Saudi Arabia.


EASC Certificate for Korea
Certificate of compliance with energy-saving policies in Australia and New Zealand.

GENERAL PRODUCT INFORMATION
100% factory test.

All plastic parts are halogen-free and self-extinguishing in compliance with UL 94-FR.

Phase-coded connector system for 16A.

Internal wiring at 2.5 mm² is possible for all products.

Information about possible colors of our products is available on request.

Disclaimer:
In view of possible changes in standards and development of new products, restrictions on the approvals and certifications may occur in certain countries. Therefore, please check with the relevant state registration authority.
ASIA PACIFIC

INDIA
FRASER TECHNO CIRCUITS LIMITED
Bhukhanvala Chamber, 5th Floor
B-28 Veera Industrial Estate
Off Link Road, Anheri (West)
Mumbai 400053
India
Tel: +91 22 4213 1200
Fax: +91 22 4213 1299
info@frasertechno.com
www.frasertechno.com

INDIA
FRASER TECHNO CIRCUITS LIMITED
Boomi Plaza, 4th Floor
No. 560/1, 4th Cross, Indiranagar
Bangalore 560038
India
Tel: +91 80 4148 1555
Fax: +91 80 4148 8555
info@frasertechno.com
www.frasertechno.com

SINGAPORE
WMK NETCONCEPT PTE LTD
21 Toh Guan Road East
#08-38 Toh Guan Centre
Singapore 608609
Tel: +65 6896 8330
Fax: +65 6686 4951
Eddie H/P: +65 9451 8898
sales@wmk.com.sg
eddie@wmk.com.sg

THAILAND
EC FLOR CO., LTD.
32/8, Soi Sukhonthasawat 11
Ladprao, Bangkok 10230
Thailand
Tel: +66 2 757 0181 to 86
Fax: +66 2 757 0191
sales@ecflor.co.th
info@ecflor.com.th

PHILIPPINES
CWC INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
30th Floor Unit B, CitiBank Tower
Valero Corner Villar Streets
Salcedo Village, Makati City 1227
Philippines
Tel: +63 2 757 0181 to 86
Fax: +63 2 757 0191
sales@cwc.com.ph

INDONESIA
PT ALPHA ACE INDONESIA
STC Senayan 3rd Floor Suite 108
Jl. Asia Afrika Pintu IX Senayan
Jakarta Pusat 10270
Indonesia
Tel: +62 21 5793 1642
Fax: +62 21 5793 6075
admin@alphaace.co.id

KOREA
CNS ELECTRONIC
8F., Dong il Bldg., Cheonggyecheon-ro 489
Dongdaemun-gu, Seoul 02589
Korea
Tel: +82 2 2671 7960
Fax: +82 2 2381 7961
sales@cnskor.com

U.A.E
GERMAITECH JLT.
P.O Box No. 120681
No. 606, 6th Floor
Fortune Executive Tower
Dubai U.A.E
Tel: +971 4456 0065
Fax: +971 4456 0224
info@germaitech.com

AUSTRALIA
CABLEDUCT SYSTEMS
Unit 20/144 Mulgul Road
Malaga, West Australia 6090
Australia
Tel: +61 8 9204 4444
Fax: +61 8 9204 4455
sales@cableduct.com.au
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